CD Spelers

Accuphase DP-450 CD speler ( Klik op de op de afbeelding voor
details)
Accuphase has spent 35 years developing CD players in pursuit
of the best in disc playback. The DP-450 CD player combines a
number of innovative technologies, including a CD drive
mechanism with a strong integrated structure, high-quality
elastic dampers that protect the lensactuator from
vssibration, and MDS+ type D/A converters with four parallel
circuits. The DP-450 extracts the full potential of any CD to
deliver a listening experience that stays with you.
High-grade CD drive.
MDS+ type D/A converter with four parallel circuits.
Direct Balanced Filter with separate line and balanced
signal paths.
Programmable playlists that can change track order.
Sampling frequency and quantization bit display.
Transport outputs and digital inputs.

Digital interface with USB input.
Digital connection with an Accuphase voicing equalizer.
Balanced output phase selection.
DOWNLOAD PDF

Accuphase SACD Speler DP-570 ( Klik op de afbeelding voor meer
details)
High-grade SA-CD/CD drive
MDS+ type D/A converter with four parallel circuits
Direct Balanced Filter with separate line and balanced
signal paths
Programmable playlist
Sampling frequency and quantization bit display
Data disc playback
Numerous transport outputs and digital inputs
Digital connection with voicing equalizers
Phase selector for balanced outputs
DOWNLOAD PDF

Accuphase DP-750 SACD speler/ ( klik op de afbeelding
voor meer)

High-grade SA-CD/CD drive
MDSD type D/A converter using eight parallel devices
Support for playback of DSD discs with DSF file format
“Direct Balanced Filter” with separate balanced and
unbalanced signal paths
HS-LINK and USB digital interfaces
EXT DSP inputs and outputs allow insertion of DG-58 into
signal path for sound field correction
Phase selector for balanced outputs
Numeric indication of sampling frequency
Download pdf

Accuphase DP-1000 SACD Loopwerk ( Klik op de afbeelding voor
details)

Accuphase DC-1000 D/A Converter (Klik op de afbeelding voor
details)

Accuphase celebrates 50 years of manufacturing with the
DC-1000, a digital processor
developed to deliver the ultimate in performance and sound
quality. It is equipped with
the ES9038 PRO (ESS Technologies) processor: an 8MDSD (DSD
signal) / 8MDS++
(PCM signal) type D/A converter that drives 8 channels in
parallel to deliver almost 3 times
more performance than single channel converters. Low-noise
technologies refined during
development of the amplifiers, like amplification of ANCC and
internal signals and parallel
arrangement of power circuits, allow the DC-1000 to deliver
unprecedented levels of emotion.

